
Have you heard of any of the following data privacy regulations?Have you heard of any of the following data privacy regulations?
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State of Data
Privacy Survey
Do you use a smartphone or computer at work?*Do you use a smartphone or computer at work?*

Have you ever asked a company to delete your personal data?Have you ever asked a company to delete your personal data?

Yes, I use a computer or
smartphone at work

I don’t use a computer
or smartphone at work

I am not employed

50.4%

76.4%

10.6%

15.1%

8.5%

39%

Yes

I’ve considered it

No

Do you live in California?Do you live in California?

94.5%

5.5%Yes

No

Do you think technology companies are tracking you?Do you think technology companies are tracking you?

77.1%

17.3%

5.6%

Yes

I’ve considered it

No

Do you favor a data privacy law at the federal level 
(that applies equally to all 50 states)?
Do you favor a data privacy law at the federal level 
(that applies equally to all 50 states)?

44.6%

27.3%

21.7%

2.6%

Strongly Agree

Somewhat Agree

Indifferent/No Opinion

Somewhat Disagree

Strongly Disagree 3.7%

Which of the following types of information are you comfortable
giving companies that you do business with or recieve 
information from?

Which of the following types of information are you comfortable
giving companies that you do business with or recieve 
information from?

41.6%

19.2%

25.3%

32.4%

16.9%

11.7%

8.9%

California Consumer
Privacy Act (CCPA)

General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR)

Both of These

Neither of These

In a normal day, how many times to do you consent to a company
to provide your information on the internet?
In a normal day, how many times to do you consent to a company
to provide your information on the internet?

60.7%

30%

5.2%

2.4%

1.8%

5-9 times

3-4 times

1-2 times

10+ times

Never

Birthday

Browsing/shopping
habits and history

Email address

Information preferences (deals)

Location

Phone number

None of the above

What would you like to see from companies in return 
for giving your consent for your information?
What would you like to see from companies in return 
for giving your consent for your information?

52.1%

5.4%

20%

9.9%

31.4%

5%

0.2%

Early Access/Priority Service

How-to information

News

Nothing — there’s no
reason to track my data

Discounts, offers and
product samples

Status (badges)

Other responses

How do you feel about Facebook, Alexa, Google and/or
other web giants monitoring your online behavior?
How do you feel about Facebook, Alexa, Google and/or
other web giants monitoring your online behavior?

33.9%

30.3%

19.3%

16.2%

0.2%

0%

0.8%

I’m concerned, and I
limit what they track

I’m concerned, but I’m
not doing anything

I don’t know what to do about it

It doesn’t bother me

I don’t use social media

No

Quit

* Subjects were prescreened


